
Features of AltoCrypt Stik 

Where security meets mobility  

Access without compromise. 

Portable, user-friendly secure mobility device for wireless classified network access, 
anytime, anywhere.

AltoCrypt Stik simplifies access to classified networks by integrating crypto, routing, and security 
appliances into one self-contained, compact USB device. This reduces the size, weight and power 
requirements for the user.

Utilising either enterprise Wi-Fi or the Internet, AltoCrypt Stik integrates with existing access 
gateways and cryptographic infrastructure. It is accredited and meets the requirements for 
handling the most classified data required by mobile users.
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AltoCrypt Stik enables workforce mobility in classified 
office spaces by using standard Wi-Fi for cable-free, multi-
tasking, collaboration, and data access, anytime, anywhere. 
It supports multiple classified networks on a common 
infrastructure.

AltoCrypt Stik offers remote access to classified networks 
through public, home, or personal hotspot Wi-Fi, all in a 
compact design that keeps staff mobile without the need for 
additional briefcases or powerpacks.

Technical Specifications

Weight 65g

Dimensions (l) 81mm x (w) 31mm 
x (h) 16mm

Power USB Interface

Routing Protocol 
Options

BGP

Operating System 
Options

Windows, Linux,  
Mac OS

Classified Computer 
Interface

Ethernet over USB

Management  
Interface

Any modern browser

How AltoCrypt Stik works

ASD has developed the Australian Communications 
Security Instruction (ACSI) providing Defence and 
Australian Government users with the necessary advice to 
deploy the AltoCrypt Stik in a secure manner (ACSI 207C).

AltoCrypt is an advanced set of cryptographic capabilities 
and miniaturised electronics. Across multiple form 
factors and use cases, AltoCrypt secures classified 
information on the move.

The AltoCrypt Suite is at the forefront of digital 
transformation. AltoCrypt secures government and 
private sectors through tailored software and hardware 
solutions, providing secure access to classified and 
sensitive data across multiple form factors and use cases.

The AltoCrypt suite provides advanced secure mobility 
solutions, and champions mobility, convenience, and 
security, safeguarding sensitive data in today’s  
dynamic world. 


